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A series of step-by-step exercises to demonstrate some of the
major options available in RIVPACS 111.
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RIVPACS 111 - INTRODUCTORY NOTES
Loading the software

The RIVPACS software sliould be loaded in a directory of its own. This does not prevent
input and output files being stored elsewhere if necessary (see later exercises).
To load the software, the PC sliould be switched on and set at the C: drive. To create the
required directory for canying RIVPACS 111, at the C:> prompt type
MD RIVPACS3 <<enter>>
The symbols << and >> are used throughout this docu~nentto signify a single key which must
be pressed.
The PC sliould now be set to the new directory before loading the software. Therefore, at
the C:> prompt type
CD RIVPACS3 <<enter>>
Tlie RIVPACS soft\v:lre is provided on a single disk. To load it, insert the disk in drive A:
and type
A:\INSTALLR <<enter>>
Tlie software, wliicli is ccvnpressed, will be expanded and loaded and the state of progress
will be shown on the screen.
Getting going

Your PC sliould now be set at tlie C:\RIVPACS3> prompt and tlie software loaded and ready
for action.
To get going type
RIVPACS <<enter>>
The f i s t screen is the title page and this is followed by two pagcs of background text. Each
is exited by pressing <<enter>> or any other key.
The first menu page (main panel) offers the basic choice of type of run and the four main
options are described in this collection of exercises.
For each of the exercises that follow you need to select one of the main panel options. The
exercises successively co\-er PREDICTION, CLASSIFICATION, DEFAULTS SETUP and
BATCH SETUP. HELP boxes with informative text are a menu option at each key stage.
EXIT is used to leave RIVPACS and return to the C:\RIVPACS3> prompt. At each exercise
select the appropriate menu option.
General considerations

Througliout the following exercises tlie selected response to each on-screen prompt box or
menu is determined by liighligliting your chosen option, using the upidown, leftlright arrows,
and pressing <<enter>> or by typing the option number or initial letter of your selection.
So~~~etim
< e<sE x > > can be used to terminate a run and return to the initial menu. Many
prompt boxeshnenus offer the option to return to previous screens.
Most prompt boxes allow only a single choice to be made but more than one taxono~niclevel
or season can be selected for each run.
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RIVPACS 111 INTERACTIVE PREDICTIONS
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I ~ ~ t r o d u c t o rnote
v
Many keyboard opcrations are common to all RIVPACS 111 runs and are tedious to repeat
throughot~tthis primer. They are given in italics in this first exanlple only and are assumed
for subsequent exercises.
Pressing <<enter>> is not necessary if the initial letter of your chosen option or its menu
number is used to select it.
BMWP family level

- rnonual data

input (Exalnple a)

As a simple, introductory example, make the following choices:
Country
Great Britain
<<enter> >
Taxonomic level(s)
BMWP families & BMWP indices (1)
<<enter>>
Tlte C: SELECTION COMPLETED bar is IOIV highlighted. Press <<C>> or <<enter>>
Season (s)
Spriny, summer 'Ci aut~1n111
combined (7) <<enter>>
Tile C: SELECTION COJIPLETED hur is 1 1 0 1 ~higltligl~ted. Press < <C>> or <<enter>>
Bic3logical data on file?
NO
<<enter>>
Envirc~nment:ilvari:~blrs
:
Option 1
<<enter>>
Continne,'Prel.:ior~s
screen
;
Cot7li171ie
<<etzler>>
Environment;il data on file? :
NO
<<enter>>
Proceed auto~n;~tically?
NO
< <ettter> >
[the en\#iron~nental
data to be manually entered]
Predicted taxa on screen?
:
YES
<<enter>>
NO to each option
<<enter>> olfier each response
Outputs to disk tile?
[in this run see taxa and scores on screen]
<<enter> >
Keep it as 0.1% for BMWP level
Stop listi~lgtaxa?
C o n t i t t u e / P r e i o screeti
:
Cotttitiue
<<enter>>
Now enter the following data (1 site only).
Site reference
Grid reference
Altitude (m)
Distance from source (km)
Water width (117)
Water depth (cm)
Discharge category
Boulders (% cover)
Gravel (% cover)
Sand (% cc,ver)
Silt (% cover)
Alkalinity (nig 1.' CaCO,)
Slope (m km.')
Are environmental data correct?
Enter data for another site?

:

Frome a t East Stoke
SY 866 867
13
43
18
61
6
13
61
22
4
172

10
Y (YES)
N (NO)

Environmental data are then displayed
<<enter>>
Probabilities of group membership are given
<<enter> >
Predicted BMWP families are listed
P r e ~ s<<enter>> to scroll through the list
BMWP index values are presented
Press <<enfcr>>to return to flze n~ainpanel
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RIVPACS 111 - INTERACTIVE PREDICTIONS (2)
B M W P f a ~ n i l vlevel

- data input from liles (Example I))

Initially, we offer another straightforward exa~ilple to familinrise you with the basic
procedures. This can be followed by exa~iiplesof your own using different responses at each
asterisk (*).
The responses for this exercise are as follows:
5

Country

*

Taxononlic level(s)
Season(s)

*

Biological data on file?
Biological file name
Environmental variables

af

v

*
+

Environmental data on file? :
Type of file
Environ~iirntaltilen;rme
Proceed :~utomatically?
Output to disk file?
Output biological filename
Include predicted tasa?

:

Great Britain
BMWP family 6r BMWP indices (1)
Spring, summer 61 autumn combined (7)
YES
TSTFAMGB.ASC
Option 1
YES
ASCII
TSTENVGB.ASC
YES
YES
WKSPBMWP.BI0
YES

Do not create additional output files on this run
Stop listing taxa?

0.1%

The three Great Britain test file sites are flagged as tlie prediction proceeds,
before the main panel reappears.
Examine your output file WKSPBMWP.BI0 as follows:
Exit from main panel
At the prompt C:\RIVPACS3> type
EDIT WKSPBMWP.BI0 <<enter>>
To close the DOS editor press the following three keys in sequence
<<All>> <<F>> <<X>>
Then re-enter RIVPACS from tlie C:\RIVPACS3> prompt, type
RIVPACS <<enter>>

I
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Now do another run and make your own choice at each asterisk.
When making your own choices, refer to the list of example input files in Appendix 3 of the
RIVPACS 111 manual to be sure of entering the correct file names.

RIVPACS 111 INTERACTIVE PREDICTIONS 0)
Ahundance for all families and the abundance index (Example c)
This example involves making predictions of mean expected abundances (arithmetic means
of log categories) and of the experimental abundance index Q14.
The required responses for this exercise are:
Country
Taxonomic level(s)

*

Season(s)
Biological data on file?
Biological filenalne
Environriie~ltalvariables
Environ~nentaldata on file? :
Type of file?
Environlnental filena~ne
Proceed automatically?
Output to disk file?
Output biological filename
Include predicted taxa?

:

Great Britain
Abundance for all
abundance index (2)
Spring (1)
YES
TSTSPRGB.ASC
Option 1
YES
ASCII
TSTENVGB.ASC
YES
YES
WKSPABUN.BI0
YES

families

and

Do not create additional output files on this run
Stop listing taxa?

Retain 0.0 log abundance.

As in the previous example (b), the three test sites are flagged as the prediction proceeds,
before the main panel reappears.
Use the procedure detailed under example (b) to view contents of WKSPABUN.BI0

*

Alternatively the full prediction may be viewed at leisure on screen if you answer NO
at this point and then request that predicted taxa are to be listed on screen. You still
retain the option of creating output files if required.

-

RIVPACS 111 INTERACTIVE PREDICTIONS (41
Multiple taxonomic levels (and/or seasons) nn a s i ~ i r l erun (Example d)
In theory it is possible to request predictions at 5 taxono~nic levels (1-5) and for 7
seasons/seasonal combinations (1-7).
In practice, we recommend that you exclude taxonomic level 5 (Existing customisation) until
you have become familiar with this option (see next section on setting up a customisation).
Merely excluding taxonomic level 5 could still generate 24 predictions for each site if you
request all of taxonomic levels 1-4 and seasons 1-7 (NB taxonomic level 2, abundance for all
families only operates on seasons 1-3).
Hence, we suggest that you are selective in your initial choice. Bear in mind that there are
3 sites in the environmental data example files and that if you request output files they will
be substantial if you ask for the inclusion of predicted taxa.
As one example, try the following:
Country
Taxonomic level($)
Season(s)
Biological data on file?

Environmental variables
Environmental data on file?
Type of file
Environmental filename
Proceed automatically?
Output to disk file?
Output biological filename
Include predicted taxa?

Great Britain
Choose 3 & 4
Choose 1 & 7
NO - on this initial run.
[ On a later run, reply YES, but bear in
mind the need to input the appropriate
example files when requested]
Option 1
YES
ASCII
TSTENVGB.ASC
YES
YES
WKSPMULT.BI0
YES

Do not create additional output files
Stop listing taxa?

Retain as 0.1 for all families
Chanse to 50.0 for species

Follow the previous instructions for example (b) to examine the output file.
For each of the 3 example sites, the output sequence is,
Site namelcode
Environmental data
Probabilities of group membership
Predicted families
Spring
Spring, sutnlner and autumn combined
Predicted species.
Spring
Spring, summer and autumn combined

To 0.1%.
To 0.1%.
To 50.0%.
To 50.0%.

I
I
1
I-
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RIVPACS 111 INTERACTIVE PREDICTIONS (51
Setting up and u s i n ~a custon~isation.
At the outset, go through the sequence of operations to familiarise yourself with the
~rocedure. Do not attemvt to set up a useful customisation. This can be done later.
In the simple (and unlikely!) example below, we want a prediction in which all members of
the Tricladida (flatworms) are identified at generic level. The remaining invertebrates are
predicted at major taxonomic group only.
Countrv,
Taxonomic level(s)
Name?
Description?
Country
Current taxon

Current taxon

Great Britain
Chose new customisation (6)
CUSTOM1
Triclads to genus
Great Britain (G)
Tricladida
Select? N
Planariidae
Select? N
Planaria sp.
Select? Y
Polycelis sp.
Select? Y
Pliagocatu sp.
Select? Y
Crenobia sp.
Select? Y
D~lgesiusp.
Select? Y
Dendrocoelidae
Select? N
Bdellocepkala sp.
Select? Y
Dendrocoelurn sp.
Select? Y
Gastropoda
Select? Y
Answer Y to all subsequent questions.

At the end, the screen indicates that this customisation generates 31 taxa. The necessary files
are then created before the taxonomic level panel reappears. The customisation is thus saved
to file and can he accessed in subsequent runs as follo\vs:
Taxonomic level(s)

Existing custonlisation (5)

After highlighting the required customisation, choose SELECT. Choose SELECT again on
the subsequent screen to re-enforce your choice. [This screen also offers the option of
deleting unwanted customisations. Use it on a subsequent occasion to delete CUSTOM11
Season(s)
Biological data on file?
Environmental variables
:
Environmental data on file? :
Type of file?
Environmental filename
Proceed automatically?
Output to disk file?
Output biological filename :
Include predicted taxa?
-

Spring
NO
Option 1
YES
ASCII
TSTENVGB.ASC
YES
YES
WKSPCUST.BI0
YES

Do not create additional output files
Stop listing taxa?

Retain 0.1%

Follow previous instructions in example (b) to examine output file.
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RIVPACS 111 INTERACTIVE CLASSIFICATION
Species level classificatio~~
The classification procedures are simple to operate and depend upon the biological data being
held on file. Only one practical example is given here.
A new site may only be classified using species level data (three seasons combined) or
BMWP family data (three seasons combined).
Bear in mind that when the reference sites were used to develop the 35 group Great Britain
and seven group Northern Ireland classifications, information on both species conlposition and
family abundances was utilized. Use of this same procedure for classification of new sites
would have been very cumbersome and is unlikely to have been used in practice. The
simplified options of species or BMWP family classification have, thus, been retained from
RIVPACS 11.
We reconi~nendthat classification results are used, with caution, to allocate sites to a
restricted area of the classification. It is unwise to place great importance on tlie individual
classification group with which tlie site has most in common.
As an example, use the followin:: procedure:
Country
Taxonomic level
Type of file?
Biological filenanie
Output to disk file?
Proceed automatically?
Then view tlie results on screen.

Great Britain
Species
ASCII
TSTSPPGB.ASC
NO
NO

-

RIVPACS 111 DEFAULTS FILES (1)
Using detia~~lts
files
Defaults files contain the paths for the user's input and output files.
At installation, the RIVPACS program is instructed to find the input files (eg the example
environmental and biological files) in the RIVPACS software directory. RIVPACS I11 is
supplied with a main "defaults" file entitled DEFAULTS.DAT which contains this instruction.
The user may make alternative defaults files, if required, instructing the program to input and
output files to alternative directories or sub-directories. This example shows how defaults files
are created and used.
In this exercise you will:
i)

create a new directory and suitable sub-directories for holding input and output files

ii)

place example environmental and biological files in the input sub-directories

iii)

use the input files in a prediction

iv)

examine the results in the new output sub-directory

Creatine directories and suh-dil-ectories
Exit RIVPACS at the main panel
Return to the main C:> pronipt by typing CD.. <<enter>>
Create a directory called RUBBISH by typing MD RUBBISH <<enter>>
Move to your new directory by typing CD RUBBISH <<enter>>
Create three new sub-directories (B10, ENV and OUT) by typing
MD BIO <<enter>>
MD ENV <<enter>>
MD OUT <<enter>>
Locating input files in the new sub-directories
Whilst at the existing prompt of C:\RUBBISH>, type
COPY C:\RIVPACS3\TSTENVGB.ASC C:\RUBBISH\ENV
This copies a test file of environ~nentaldata to sub-directory C:\RUBBISH\ENV
Whilst at the existing prompt of C:\RUBBISH>, type
COPY C:\RIVPACS3\TSTFAMGB.ASC C:\RUBBISH\BIO
This copies a test file of family level biological data to sub-directory C:\RUBBISH\BIO
Retul+ninr to RIVPACS 111
At the prompt C:\RUBBISH> type CD C:\RIVPACS3 <<enter>>
At the prompt C:\RIVPACS3> type RIVPACS <<enter>>

I
I
I
I
I
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RlVPACS 111 DEFAULTS FILES (21
Creating a new defaults file
In RlVPACS 111 select Defaults setup from the main panel
The screen shows a series of questions which must be answered successively by typing the
necessary information in screen boxes. In this example the following actions are required:
The first screen box appears with the file name DEFAULTSDAT already entered. Enter tlie
new defaults file name by over-typing
DEF3.DAT <<enter>>
The next screen box highlights the instruction E: Edit this file. Select this option by pressing
either <<enter>> or <<E>>.
A new screen is now displayed
The next two screen boxes allow tlie input paths to be entered for tlie biological and
environmental data respectively. Type the following
C:\RUBBISH\BIO <<enter>> (The input path for the biological data)
C:\RUBBISH\ENV <<enter>> (The input path for the environn~entaldata)
The next box allows the output path to be defined. Type tlie following
C:\RUBBISH\OUT <<enter>>
Press <<enter>> again to lnove on to the next screen
At the next box type Y <<enter>> to initiate the saving of the file.
The next box displays your chosen defaults file name, DEF3.DAT
Type <<enter>> to confirm this.
You will be asked if you want to overwrite the existing file. In this exercise respond YES.
This prompt is a useful reminder to ensure you don't lose an existing file which you want to
keep.
Now press <<F3>> in order to save the file
Selecting a defaults file
In order to use your new defaults file in interactive mode you first need to select it as
follows:
Select Defaults setup at the main panel
Delete DEFAULTS.DAT from the first screen box and type DEF3.DAT
At the next screen box either
Select U: Use as defaults file by pressing <<enter>>, or
Press <<U>>
Either option auto~naticallyreturns you to the main panel.
Your new defaults file is set and you can proceed with whatever prediction or classification
run you require.

-

RlVPACS 111 DEFAULTS FILES (3)

Usinv your defaults file
Having created and selected your new defaults file, DEF3.DAT, try the following exercise.
Make a simple family level prediction for Great Britain by choosing option 1 from the
taxonomic selection menu and option 7, spring, summer and autumn, from the season menu.
Select the options that state that you hold environmental data on file in ASCII format.
When requested, give the appropriate biological and environ~nentalfile names.
Biological filename
Environmental filename

TSTFAMGB.ASC
TSTENVGB.ASC

Your defaults file, DEF3.DAT, will find these files for you using the paths you have
stipulated.
When prompted, request that the prediction proceeds automatically without user intervention.
When requested send the results, including the probabilities of taxon occurrences, to output
file WKSPDFIL.BI0
Your defaults file will autoniatically send this to tlie required sub-directory.
To see tlie contents of the output file exit RlVPACS 111 at the main panel and type
EDIT C:\RUBBISH\OUT\WKSPDFIL.BIO
Press the following keys to return to tlie C:\RIVPACS3> prompt:
<<Alt>> <<F>> <<X>>

Further information
After exiting RlVPACS 111, the next use of the system will automatically revert to using
DEFAULTS.DAT as tlie defaults file.
If you wish to use DEF3.DAT again it needs to be re-selected using the procedure above.
For a fuller explanation of the defaults file procedures it is important to study section 2.5 of
the RIVPACS 111 Manual (P9 onwards).

I
I
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R I V P A C S 111 B A T C H RlODE (1)
Usin2 the hatch s e t t ~ pmenu ol>tion
At the main panel choose Batch setup. Type in the following responses:
Batch file name
Defaults file name

Procedure
Country
Taxonomic level(s)
Season(s)
Environmental variables
Biological data files?
Biological filename
Environment;ll file format
Environmental filcn;~me
Output listing filename
Include predicted taxn?
Stop listing taxa?
Additional output files
Environmental data
BMWP scores - obs and exp
BMWP statistics
Family abundance index
Oveiwrite existing files?
Save changes?

NEWAUTO.DAT
DEFAULTS.DAT
p h i s means that the input and output
files will be in the same directory as the
RIVPACS 111 software]
Prediction (1)
Great Britain (1)
BMWP families (1)
All three seasons combined (7)
Option 1
YES (Y)
TSTFAMGB.ASC
ASCII (1)
TSTENVGB.ASC
BATCHTST.LST
YES (Y)
0.1%
BATCHTST.ENV
BATCHTST.BI0
BATCHTSTSTA
[Leave this blank and press <<enter>>]
YES (Y)
YES (Y), to file NEWAUTO.DAT

Press i<F3>> to save tlie batch file and to return to the main panel.

I
I

Running a siml~lebatch mode precliction
The batch file NEWAUTO.DAT created in the previous section includes the batch mode
instruction line and a list of tlie files named above.

I

To run RIVPACS 111 i n batch mode, exit the iliain panel and at the C:\RIVPACS3> prompt
type
RIVPACS AUTO NEWAUTO.DAT <<enter>>

I

On completion of the batch run, examine the various output files as follows:

I
I
I

The output files will be of the form BATCHTST."**
For example, exit RIVPACS 111 from the main panel and, at the prompt C:\RIVPACS3>, type
EDIT BATCHTST.LST <<enter>>
Exit from the DOS Editor by pressing <<Ah>> <<F>> <<X>> and return to RIVPACS by,
at the C:\RIVPACS3> prompt, typing
RIVPACS <<enter>>

-

RIVPACS 111 BATCH ATODE (2)
More co~nplexhatch mode pretlictions

- Multi13le predictions in hatch mode

More than one prediction can be run from a single batch file as the following example shows
MULTAUTO.DAT
DEFAULTS.DAT
Prediction (1)
Great Britain (1)
BMWP families (1) & species (4)
[To do this type 14 <<enter>>]
Spring (1) & 3 seasons combined (7)
P o do this type 17 <<enter>>]
Option 1
YES (Y)

Batch file name
Defaults file nanle
Procedure
Country
Taxonomic level(s)

Environmental variables
Biological data files?
Biological filen:~mrs
BMWP fanlilies

TSTFAMGB.ASC
[for both spring & spring summer and
autumn combined]
TSTSPPGB.ASC
[for both spring & spring, sum~nerand
autunln combined]
ASCII (1)
TSTENVGB.ASC
BATCHMUL.LST
YES (Y)
Retain as 0.1 for all families
Change to 50.0 for species

Species
Environmental file fonnat
En\.ironniental filenanie
Output listing filename
Include predicted taxa?
Stop listins taxa?
Additional output files
Environmental data
BMWP scores - obs and exp
BMWP statistics
Family abundance index
Ove~writeexisting files?
Save changes?

:
~

~~

[Leave this blank and press <<enter>>l
?ES (Y)
YES (Y), to file MULTAUTO.DAT

Press <<F3>> to save the batch file and return to the main panel.
Now run MULTAUTO.DAT fro111 tlie C:\RIVPACS3> prompt by typing
RIVPACS AUTO MULTAUTO.DAT <<enter>>
After the batch run, examine the output files as directed previously.
Other complex hatch mode runs
Batch files can also be used to run classifications or a mixed package of both predictions and
classifications.
Defaults files other than the standard DEFAULTS.DAT can be used to input and output files
from and to other directories. You could try to use the files you hold in other sub-directories
to set up a mixed prediction and classification run using the information held in your own
defaults file. DEF3.DAT.
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